MINUTES OF THE 92nd RCM MEETING HELD ON 14.11.2011
AT 10.00 hrs. AT MUMBAI.

92nd RCM was held on 14.11.2011 at 10.00 hrs. in the conference hall of O/o. Chief Postmaster General, Mumba: 400001.

Shri Faiz-ur-Rehman, Chief Postmaster General presided over the meeting.

Following administrative side members were present.

1. Shri Charles Lobo, PMG Goa Member
2. Col. K. C. Mishra VSM, PMG Pune Member
3. Shri B. Chandra Shekar, PMG (MR) Member
4. Shri M. E. Haque, PMG Nagpur Member
5. Shri T. Murthy, PMG Aurangabad Member
6. Shri H. C. Agrawal, PMG (MM) Member

Mrs. Abha Singh, DPS (HQ), Shri S.B.Vyavhare, ADPS (PSR) also attended the meeting.

The following staff side members were present.

1. Shri D.K. Rahate Secretary
2. Shri Mangesh Parab Leader
3. Shri C.B. Surve Member
4. Shri V.K. Shinde Member
5. Shri D.R. Awate Member
6. Shri N. N. Mujawar Member

At the outset Chief PMG welcomed all the RCM Members and also requested to observe one minute silence to mourn the death of Shri Ashok Pawar, RCM Members.

Item wise agenda was discussed as follows:

1. Item No. 92/1/2011:
   Newly appointed staff (PAs) diverted from some postal divisions to SBCO for Data-Entry, Ledger Agreement work etc. should be repatriated to respective Postal Divisions.

A considerable number of newly appointed PAs have been diverted to from some postal divisions to SBCO for Data-Entry, Ledger Agreement work etc. It caused acute shortage of staff in operative units. Hence, they should be repatriated. In fact diverted PAs were recruited to give relief to operative units.
Decision:
Every Region should ensure that the staff recruited for postal Side/RMS Side & vice versa are not drafted for regular basis in any other wing.

(Item Closed) Action: All Regional PMsG

2. Item No. 92/2/2011:
Calling the staff to work on each of their weekly-offs, PO Holiday/Sunday throughout the month should be stopped.

Staff working in HOs, Delivery Po is called to work on each of their weekly-off, PO Holiday throughout the month. This causes over exertion, restlessness and fatigue. Staff is deprived of social/family life. The outdated, irregular and exploiting methods should be stopped by issuing suitable instructions.

Decision:
It has already been discussed and decided in four monthly meeting. It should be ensured that once any item is discussed and closed in four monthly meeting it need not be reflected in RCM.

(Item closed) Action: All Regional PMsG

3. Item No. 92/3/2011:
Providing new additional staff lift for New Annex Building, Mumbai GPO at P.C. Sorting end near the staircase.

Single lift for new Annex Building, Mumbai G.P.O. having a large staff working in is inadequate. The only staff lift has become too old to serve & remains out of order oftenly, thereby causing much inconvenience to the staff. Hence, additional lift should be provided at PC Sorting office end.

Decision:
i. Approval for renovation and Maintenance of Cargo Lift No.2 has issued on 28-9-2011.
ii. Estimate for new lift for Annex Building has already been sent to Supdt. Engineer Bangalore.
iii. It will be examined.

(Item Closed) Action: PMG (MR)/ADPS (Bldg)

PENDING ITEMS:

4. Shifting of Head Quarter of L-35 Section from Mumbai to Bhusawal:

Decision:
L-35 Section shifted from Mumbai to Bhusawal w.e.f. 09.05.2011.

(Item closed) Action: PMG Aurangabad/APMG (Mails)
5. **CRC Dadar to be shifted to GPO Bldg.**

**Decision:**
CPMG directed that, Provision of Fan, Light, Tiffin Room is to be made by end of this month and White wash by end of December 2011 and flooring, leakage be attended to by 31st March 2012.

Action: PMG (MM)/ APMG (Mails)

6. **Utilization of GDS staff against shortage.**

**Decision:**
There were total 69 vacant posts available in North West Dn. out of which 35 posts of vacant surplus GDS S/V posts were redeployed to the POs listed down in North West Dn. vide Mumbai Region memo no. MR/Estt/Redeployment/GDS posts/2011 dated 02.06.2011 to meet with the shortfall of delivery staff in North West Division.

- Kandiwali East – 10 posts
- Kandiwali West – 10 posts
- Malad West – 10 posts
- Dahisar PO – 5 posts

(Item closed) Action: PMG (MR)

7. **Shortage of Computers & Printers, Scanners.**

**Decision:**
Hardware viz PCs, Printers etc are centrally supplied to Divisions by the Directorate and whenever needed, Divisions procure the required hardware from available non plan funds. No stock of hardware is kept at RO for supply to Divisional office.

(Item closed) Action: PMG (MR)

OUT OF AGENDA ITEMS:-

8. **Delivery of Passport/RTO Licenses:**
Union Pointed out that, Postmen staff is facing problems for delivery of Passport/RTO Licenses.

**Decision:**
Chief PMG directed that, BD Section Circle Office will issue instructions that Passport/ RTO Licenses articles are to be delivered at the address and not necessarily to the addressee if he/she is unavailable.

(Item Closed) Action- PMG (BD)/PMG (MR)
ADMINISTRATION SIDE ITEM:

9. How to reduce the deficit?

Decision:
Administration proposed that a committee comprising 2 members from RCM Staff side and two from administrative side need to go into the areas of operations to reduce the deficit and propose action plan within a month. After the report is received, a special RCM will be held within a week. The senior most member will be the Chairman of the committee.

Staff side expressed the apprehension regarding the area to reduce the deficit and also expressed that, whether suggestions to reduce the deficit and also expressed that, whether suggestions to reduce the deficit will be implemented unified?

Chief PMG dispelled the apprehension and clarified that, it will not be a unilateral decision. The committee will examine the whole issue and the decision of RCM will be final.

Action: ADPS (Estt), C.O.

(S. B. Vyavahare)
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No.Union/2-2/92 RCM/2011 dated at Mumbai-1, the 24.11.2011

Copy to:

1. The Secretary & Members of Staff Side RCM.
2. All Postmaster General in Maharashtra Circle.
3. The Director Postal Services (HQ), O/o The Chief Postmaster General, Maharashtra Circle, Mumbai 400 001.